Solving Healthcare Challenges
Increasing patient safety, reducing errors and improving
efficiencies with Intermec Healthcare Solutions.

You’re under unprecedented pressure.

As a healthcare provider, you face relentless pressure to provide more: higher quality and easily accessible
care that also protects patients’ safety, keeping their information accurate and confidential. In today’s
highly regulated healthcare environment, you’re trying to achieve new levels of efficiency and effectiveness
while meeting the FDA’s rules on record keeping and HIPAA requirements for privacy and protection.
Plus, both doctors and patients want more services and increased flexibility while Medicare and
insurance companies are squeezing you to keep costs down. It leaves you trying to get it all done—
with limited resources and strained budgets.
Intermec understands these compounding—and ever-growing—demands in healthcare. We realize that
you need solutions that can adapt to increasing regulations and work with your existing systems and
technology. It’s because of our knowledge of healthcare regulations, applications and processes that
organizations look no further than Intermec for safe, data collection and tracking solutions.

From admissions to patient bedsides, Intermec solutions are
designed to meet your greatest challenges.

Intermec solutions help healthcare professionals collect and track patient information, reduce
medical errors, improve staff productivity and decrease costs. According to the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, hospitals could eliminate 50 percent of their medication administration errors by
scanning bar codes at the point of care to positively identify patients, the medication they are about to
receive and match the information to a physician order 1. Intermec can help you do this.
With Intermec printers, media, mobile computers, and scanners, you can uniquely identify patients,
bar coded patient charts, medications and records—helping you and your staff ensure the right patient is
always matched with the right medical history, prescriptions and doctor’s instructions. Using Intermec’s
bar code printing solutions can also help you maintain accurate specimen-to-patient relationships as well
as confidently identify specimens and samples for storage, regardless of the environment.

1“Bar Code Label Requirements for Human Drug Products and Biological Products; Final Rule” Department of Health and Human Services, Food and Drug Administration. Federal Register Notice,
February 26, 2004 (Volume 69, Number 38) Page 9120. Viewable online at: www.fda.gov/OHRMS/DOCKETS/98fr/04-4249.htm.

Intermec's extensive product line-up provides the total
healthcare solution.
Extensive Product Lineup
Optimized for Healthcare
Our rugged printers, scanners and mobile
computers provide solutions designed
to meet the specific needs of healthcare
organizations, from patient tracking and
point of care to security and records.
We also have solutions for pharmacy
labeling, laboratory, supply inventory
and asset tracking. We’ve developed our
products to speed deployment, conform
to your demanding environments, meet
your space constrained needs, resist
chemicals and cleaners as well as meet
stringent healthcare regulations.
Built to be intuitive and easy to use,
Intermec printers and scanners require
minimal time for your staff to set up and
maintain. These products are designed
for high performance, with printers
that feature best-in-class print speeds
and scanners that utilize the fastest 2D
imager available—translating into highly
responsive and dependable omnidirectional
bar code scanning. Regardless of the
model, Intermec products are built to
withstand the rigors of the healthcare
environment—so you can put them to
work today, and continue to benefit
from them well into the future.
Network Security
Our products are built to leverage your
existing network infrastructures and scale
with the development of new applications

and systems.Intermec mobile computers
and printers are WiFi- and CCX-Certified
for secure wireless connectivity. We’re
recognized as a leader in network security,
offering a wide range of security protocols,
that provide seamless integration and
compatibility—now and for years to come.
Certifications
Many of Intermec’s products are
certified by leading healthcare software
providers. We’re confident they’ll work
with your software right away.
Service & Support
Intermec’s experienced professionals
and partner network work closely
with you to develop bar code labeling
solutions that will have the greatest
strategic impact on your healthcare
organization. Additionally, they’ll help
you achieve flawless implementation on
or ahead of schedule, as well as provide
cost-effective, long-term preventative
maintenance and repair services.
Proven Experience & Global Reach
Powered by a global team of experts,
Intermec has over 40 years of innovation
and experience. We provide full service and
support in more than 70 countries around
the world. Our clients include numerous
leading healthcare organizations as well
as 75% of Fortune 500 companies, and
Intermec’s global resources enable us to
serve you everywhere you do business.

Media
Intermec printers and media are optimized
to deliver superior performance when
used together. All of our media solutions
are designed to help ensure accuracy with
easy to read and durable labels. We offer
you high quality options to meet very
specific needs, i.e., labels for vials exposed
to temperature extremes and moisture
exposure, such as extended water bath
submersion. Plus, Intermec media provides
solutions for a range of sizes and form
factors including vials, syringes, ampuls,
IV bags, tablets, wrists and other forms.
Media is co- engineered with Intermec
printers to ensure uptime performance and
ANSI Grade A bar codes for every data scan.
The Total Solution
Intermec printers and media are
complemented by our complete line
of integrated solutions and services,
including rugged mobile computers,
RFID systems, and advanced 1D and
2D scanning technology. With the
industry’s only complete lineup of bar
code systems, you can count on Intermec
to deliver a solution engineered to
work better together for healthcare.

Innovation for a variety of healthcare applications

Patient Tracking & Administration
Create and scan bar-coded, durable wristbands that ensure
patients and their records are accurately identified—every time.

Pharmacy
Track variable data for drugs at the unit dose level, ensuring
accurate drug dispensing as well as delivering the right
dosage of the right medice to the right patient.

Point of Care and Bedside
Deliver bar code and tracking solutions—specimens, blood bags,
medications, even food—at the point of care, including bedside.

Laboratory
Easily and accurately create and scan product labels
for specimen processing to reduce errors.

Security & Records
Create and maintain an error-free records system, keeping
patient records and confidential information safe and secure.

Supply Inventory & Asset Tracking
Account for your inventory in real-time, whether it's
medical supplies, new treatments, or high-value assets.

Finding the right solution has never been easier
Printers
PC23d
Desktop

PB22/32/50
Mobile

PD41/42
Commercial

PM43/PM43c
Mid-Range

PX4i/PX6i
High Performance
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Application

Patient Tracking
Administration (patient ID/
wristbands)

•

Point of Care/Bedside
(specimen, diet,
in-home care labeling)

•

Security & Records
(patient, medical records)

•

Pharmacy Labeling
(unit dose & prescription)

•

Laboratory (specimen, vial
labeling)

•

•

•

•

Supply Inventory (materials,
shipping receiving)

•

•

•

•

Asset Tracking (High value
equipment labeling)

•

•

•

•

Benefits

•
•
•

Purpose-built for healthcare, the PC23d printer is super easy to install and use. Featuring the most placement options, Icon graphic
interface or color LCD for notifications and disinfectant resistant material, it fits right in. Intermec’s rugged mobile label printers
PB22/32/50 feature the fastest time to first label enabling quicker patient care. Our industrial line – PD, PM and PX high volume
printers produce high quality output, including small symbols suitable for vials, ampuls, IV bags, and other forms.

Mobile Computers
CN50

CN70

Handheld Scanner
CK3

SG20

Application

•
•

Patient Tracking
Bedside Care
Home Care

•
•

•
•

Records
Pharmacy
Laboratory
Supply Inventory
Asset Tracking

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Intermec's rugged handheld computers are ideal for several Healthcare applications including mobile patient home care operations,
capturing patient records, medication information, connecting to electronic databases with fast dual-band 802.11 wireless network
support, managing inventory and tracking valuable assets with a broad range of data collection and communication features.

Benefits

With an enclosure made of disinfectant-ready material, the SG20 handheld scanner is optimized for healthcare environments.
Inside, the SG20 features the industry's fastest omnidirectional 2D barcode reading technology to ensure all barcodes are scanned
easily and consistently at any orientation. Available in Bluetooth® wireless or cabled models.

Intermec: The Smart
Choice for Healthcare
From bar code printers and mobile computing
solutions to 1D and 2D scanning technologies,
only Intermec can deliver the total system
solution designed to increase patient safety,
reduce errors, improve efficiencies and
provide future-proofed technologies.
Trust Intermec to deliver proven healthcare
solutions throughout your entire operation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patient Tracking & Administration
Point of Care/Bedside
Security & Records
Pharmacy
Laboratory
Supply Inventory
Asset Tracking

For more information on how Intermec can solve
your greatest healthcare challenges, please visit
www.intermec.com/solutions/healthcare.
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